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Countries of action Italy

Mission and aims

“Cafebabel Roma” association is a branch of cafebabel.com, the first media which, since 2001,
covered European issues on a multilanguage web platform, in order to spread a European
consciousness among young people. “Cafebabel Rome” shares the same values and it
addresses to university students and young professionals to spread a European vision about
issues which affect current times: job, participation, social involvement, environment,
integration. Strongly based on the local ground, “Cafebabel Rome” aims at animate a public
debate among civil society to spread the European point of view about local topics. It achieves
this goal organising and taking part to public debates, writing a blog animated by members of
the network, taking part on international projects promoted by cafebabel.com

Members & Governance

About ten active member of 30 years old average.

The president of the association is Tiziana Sforza. For the while there are not secretary and
treasurer. Members can subscribe spontaneously.

Projects, activities (accomplished missions and on going actions)
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“Cafebabel Rome” took part to several project promoted by cafebabel.com and financed by
European Commission – DG Education and Culture. Here you can see the two last projects:

February 2011: in the framework of “Green Europe on the Ground”, Cafebabel Rome animated
a debate entitled “Green Food: trends and myths of the revolution under our tables” about
biological and healthy food as a way to conceive closer relations and to approach the food topic
in a different way.

November 2011: in the framework of “Multikulti Europe on the Ground”, Cafebabel Rome
animated a debate entitled “Italy vs Second Generation” about the integration of second
generation of immigrants living in Italy.

In 2012 Cafebabel Roma is going to take part in the project “Orient Express Reporters” and it
will animate a debate about the Italian approach to the enlargement.
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